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Measuring performance in an
age of democratization

Today’s researchers build their
careers in an intensely out-

comes-driven and metrics-oriented academic
world, and it has never been more important
to use care and good judgment in evalua-
tion. A growing chorus of voices from the
research community decries the over-use of
research metrics and appeals for greater bal-
ance in evaluative judgments. Some strike a
passionate tone of rage against ‘fashion, the
management cult and the politics of our
time, all of which favor numerical evaluation
of “performance” and reward compliance’.1
Thomson Scientific, the producer of the ISI
citation databases, continually joins this
chorus and reminds the research community
that citation metrics should support, but
never substitute for, informed peer judgment
in research evaluation. Yet such efforts often
seem an exercise in sweeping back the tide.

The factors driving this trend are immen-
sely powerful and global in nature. Among
them are:

� Funding pressures, evidenced by increased
rejection rates of grant proposals in some
countries.

� Efforts by university administrators to
derive objective measures for promotion
and tenure decisions free of bias and ‘old
boy’ networks.

� Pressures on these same administrators to
upgrade the reputation and quality of
their programs to compete effectively in
global academic markets – and to demon-
strate that they have done so.

� Global competition in the sciences, leading
to national policies designed to increase
global competitiveness and to demon-
strate national achievement.

� Pressures in the journal publishing indus-
try, where sluggish revenue growth rates
and pricing pressures heighten the com-
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ABSTRACT. This paper explores the factors
shaping the current uses of the ISI citation
databases in evaluation both of journals and of
individual scholars and their institutions. Given the
intense focus on outcomes evaluation, in a context
of increasing ‘democratization’ of metrics in today’s
digital world, it is easy to lose focus on the
appropriate ways to use these resources, and misuse
can result.
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petitive need to demonstrate journal
reputations in order to protect subscrip-
tions and to ensure continued participa-
tion by top authors.

The interplay of these forces is taking
place in a context of increased availability of
data with which to measure performance
in the digital world. The first decade of the
21st century has seen what might be called
the ‘democratization’ of citation metrics.
Every researcher at virtually every research
institution of significance has access to the
ISI citation databases in the form of the Web
of Science®. ISI citation data is comple-
mented by a growing number of other
citation databases, including some that are
openly available over the Internet, such as
the Astrophysics Data System (ADS) and
Google Scholar. Many of these researchers are
eager to test new ways of calculating citation
metrics and are quick to comment about
their findings globally in interconnected
Web communities.

In earlier decades, citation metrics were
the preserve of a limited group of specialists
in ‘bibliometrics’ and ‘scientometrics’, who
shared their expertise with each other and
with pockets of high-level analysts in gov-
ernment departments and major publishing
houses. Today, citation metrics are widely
used and debated by a broad public of
administrators, analysts, editors, librarians,
and individual researchers.

The power of the trends underlying out-
comes evaluation and the ubiquity of
citation data in a ‘democratized’ digital
world portend that use of quantitative cita-
tion data to measure academic performance
will only increase in the coming years.
Appreciating these trends helps frame the
issue of proper use of citation metrics today,
and emphasizes that it is more critical than
ever to understand what constitutes good
use of citation data in research evaluation.

Citations as community-generated content

What attracts such a wide audience, and
makes debates about citation metrics so
lively, is the special character of citations. To
describe this special character in a way that
is compatible with today’s ‘Web 2.0’ world,
we might say that the citations found in the

ISI citation databases represent ‘commu-
nity-generated’ content created by the
research community as it engages in formal
scholarly communication via peer-reviewed
journals.

As journals migrate to the Internet, they
are becoming centers where new types of
user-generated content can be captured,
including usage data, social tags, inbound
web links, and community votes. While
these types of data may at some point prove
to be complementary indicators to citation
data, as yet their meaning is only beginning
to be understood. Citation data as an indi-
cator of influence in the scholarly com-
munication process, in contrast, have been
explored and studied for decades. For this
reason, there is currently no comprehensive
alternative to citation data for quantitative
assessment of research outputs, and it is not
surprising that all parties interested in met-
rics turn to these data.

The ISI citation databases are widely used
for these purposes because their continu-
ously growing corpus of journal literature
based on careful selection criteria, their
non-duplicative coverage, and their focus on
serious scholarly journals represent a clearly
defined universe within which to measure
and study this formal community-generated
content. Other citation resources may show
similar citation patterns,2 and indeed, given
the many different types of documents
indexed within them (articles, books, con-
ference abstracts, working papers, preprints,
student term papers), may eventually show
higher absolute numbers of citations than
does the Web of Science. However, such
resources are more difficult to utilize for
evaluative purposes because it is not always
clear what is being counted, and their data
structures may not lend themselves as effec-
tively to extraction of comparative name,
journal, and institutional address data. As a
result, one cannot be sure what is actually
being compared to what.

The absence of ‘best practices’

ISI citation data are most conspicuously
used for journal ranking. They are also used
for many other evaluative purposes, involv-
ing individuals, universities and university
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programs, national assessment programs
and inter-country comparisons. At the level
of national and international policy, such
organizations as the National Science Foun-
dation (NSF), the European Union (EU),
and the Observatoire des Sciences et des
Techniques (OST) have used ISI citation
data for many years to chart the progress of
the sciences in their regions. A recent study
by the NSF, available online, provides a good
example of this type of use.3 Where and
how citation metrics are used in national
assessment programs generally follows the
structure of scientific funding on a country
basis. Where central funding of universities
is more important, as in a number of Euro-
pean countries, citation metrics are widely
used at the national level. In the USA, where
funding patterns are more diverse, there is
less emphasis on citations in national assess-
ment and more activity at the local
university level. Assessments of individuals
for promotion and tenure decisions may be
conducted as an extension of a national pro-
gram or as an individual departmental
activity, with many variations in practice.

In this period of experiment within a more
democratic digital world, there are no recog-
nized ‘best practices’. Some analysts are
seeking to develop such guidelines, but these
are as yet not widely employed or agreed
upon.4 In the absence of clear guidelines, it
is no wonder that citation metrics are some-
times subject to misuse.

What constitutes misuse, however, is not
always black and white. Citation data can
be used effectively in many different ways
to answer many different questions. It is
important to use such data in a way that
contributes to a deeper understanding and
better judgment about a question of interest.
Because the nature of the questions asked
can be so varied, the charge of ‘misuse’ must
be leveled with an understanding of the spe-
cific use to which the data are being applied.

Several years ago, an analyst for Thomson
Scientific proposed a set of rules for applying
citation analysis to evaluation.5 This presen-
tation remains unpublished, but I will
extract from it two key ‘rules’ that particu-
larly stand out as relevant to the present
analysis, and I will call them the ‘golden
rules’.

� First, ‘consider whether the available data
can address the question’. Too often, a
user of citation data, attracted to their
ease of quantification, treats citation anal-
ysis like a hammer in search of nails,
rather than determining whether the data
are available and, to rephrase slightly, ap-
propriate to the question asked.

� Second, ‘compare like with like’. This fun-
damental rule of citation analysis pervades
every evaluative exercise, but is often
honored only in the breach. Whenever
one hears the question ‘is a high journal
impact factor always better?’, or when an
assistant professor in economics is judged
less worthy because she ‘has fewer cita-
tions’ than her colleague in immunology,
this rule has been violated.

The journal impact factor debate

Both rules are in play in the most active area
of debate in citation metrics, that concern-
ing the journal impact factor (JIF). The JIF is
the best-known example of citation metrics
used for evaluation. It is a journal-level met-
ric designed for one purpose – to compare
the citation impact of one journal with other
journals. Because it has become so well
known, ‘impact factor’ has almost come to
stand as shorthand for any use of citation
metrics of which one disapproves. Yet most
of the issues raised concerning the JIF in
evaluation, when these are not simply data
issues affecting a limited number of cases,
result from a failure to follow the two rules
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The journal impact factor

The journal impact factor (JIF), often
known simply as the impact factor (IF), is
a ratio between citations and recent
citable items published. It is calculated as
follows:

A = total cites in 2006
B = 2006 cites to articles published in

2004–5 (a subset of A)
C = number of articles (‘citable items’,

excluding editorials, letters, news
items, and meeting abstracts)
published in 2004–5

D = B/C = 2006 impact factor
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listed above, and concern uses of the JIF for
purposes other than that for which it was
designed.

There is no shortage of criticism of this
particular metric – criticism largely born of
its success in becoming widely used and
available – and thus part of ‘democratization’
in the digital world. While the JIF is a good
general comparative measure of journal per-
formance, it has limitations, as does any
statistical measure, which have been volu-
minously documented in recent years.

Initially, critics pointed to factors affecting
the calculation of the JIF itself, such as a dif-
ference between items counted in numerator
and denominator and the possibility that
self-citation may artificially inflate the JIF
of particular journals.6,7 These limitations
exist, but appear to affect only a very small
percentage of journals in any year.8,9

Other critics point out structural limits
such as the perceived short time window of
the calculation. It is readily demonstrable
that journals in different disciplines have dif-
ferent citation patterns. This difficulty is
easily overcome by comparing like with like
– comparing journals with others in the
same field, rather than with journals from
another field. In this vein, refinements of the
JIF have been proposed for cross-disciplinary
studies that take into account these differ-
ing patterns. Calculations such as ‘rank-
normalized’ impact factors,10 or including
weightings based on citation time periods,11

can be used to correct for this variation. The
number of such ‘corrective’ measures is con-
stantly growing.

Another line of criticism charges that
over-use of ‘impact factors’ has shifted
behavior among authors and publishers in
undesirable ways. This line of criticism has
become a popular journalistic theme.12 How-
ever, given the fundamental trends already
mentioned, it is likely that this criticism
actually applies to any possible quantitative
ranking system used to compare journals.
Pressure to publish in top journals derives
from an intensifying outcomes-based cul-
ture, not from a particular measure. It is
highly debatable, for example, whether Sci-
ence and Nature would have lower rejection
rates if the JIF did not exist. Furthermore,
studies of actual editorial behavior under-

taken to influence the JIF for particular
journals show that most editors sought to
raise their journals’ impact factors over time
by applying sound editorial practices and
cultivating top authors, not by editorial
manipulation of citing behaviors.13

Variants on the JIF, and proposed alter-
natives to it, are appearing at an increasing
rate, which a statistical study, if one were
conducted, might possibly find to be running
as high as 1–2 new journal metrics per
month. Each such new metric tends to be
hailed as the ultimate solution to the prob-
lems of journal ranking. It is questionable,
however, whether the sheer multiplication of
metrics will somehow lead us to a fundamen-
tal change in practice, or whether the
adoption of new metrics will fundamentally
change our view of the overall ranking of
journals.

Some new journal metrics employ com-
plex methodologies for uncertain results. For
example, the Eigenfactor is a metric that
uses the journal citation matrices presented
in the Journal Citation Reports® to rank jour-
nals based on their position within the
overall network of journal citation relation-
ships.11,14 It relies on a PageRank-like
algorithm that weights citations based on
the citation counts of the citing journal in a
complex vector algorithm. Such a math-
ematical approach has been proven to
achieve more relevant web searching, but
whether it also generates better evaluative
rankings is only beginning to be tested.
Allowing a citation from a highly cited jour-
nal to ‘count more’ than a citation from a
less-cited journal may prove to be highly
controversial in principle, once it is more
widely understood.

Likewise, the prospect of usage metrics
seems to promise a ‘counterweight’ to the
JIF.12,15 This idea merits consideration, but
the meaning of a download currently
remains much less well understood than that
of a citation, and so the meaning of such
metrics is still to be determined until they
have been similarly battle-tested. For some
disciplines, in which publications are ori-
ented toward practitioners who read but
rarely cite, usage may in fact prove to be a
useful complement to citation in journal
ranking. Elsewhere, its role is less clear.
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These new approaches are oriented
towards specific issues in journal ranking.
However, they do not address the issue of
broader use of the JIF in research evaluation.
It is here that the two rules listed above
apply most directly. The use of the JIF in
these contexts tends to take one of two main
forms:

� An indicator of success achieved in hav-
ing an article accepted by a prestigious
journal.

� A surrogate for a more carefully derived
direct measure of citation impact.

While the first use may have some utility,
the second appears difficult to justify.

The first use – as an indicator that the
author has succeeded in having an article
accepted in a prestigious journal – has some
justification. There is a hierarchy of journals
within subject areas, and this hierarchy
broadly corresponds to impact rankings, so
in a formal communication system based on
peer review, acceptance of an article for
publication in one of these journals is an
important scholarly achievement. Rewards
based on this achievement can be seen as
encouraging scholars to aim high in their
publishing goals. The data may be appropri-
ate to the question being asked, if one is
comparing achievement within a given field.
However, comparing like with like, our sec-
ond rule, is more difficult to apply across
disciplines since JIFs vary greatly across dis-
ciplines. Rank in category is very important
and can be addressed in several ways. One
way is to create a quadrant division among
journals within disciplines, and then com-
pare publication in quadrants across disci-
plines.16

But the use of the JIF does not end there.
It is also used as a surrogate for more direct
measures in such concepts as a ‘total impact
factor’ or other calculations, in which the
JIF stands in for article performance and fur-
ther calculations are performed on lists of
JIFs. It is very hard to see how such data, so
manipulated, are appropriate for any ques-
tion related to evaluation or comparison.

In response to issues raised in the per-
ceived misuse of the JIF in evaluation, calls
for the use of ‘article-level metrics’ have
been made, and the most popular of such

metrics at the moment is the ‘h-index’.17

This metric, and an increasing number of
other article-level metrics, are readily calcu-
lated in the Web of Science, and even in some
of the openly accessible citation resources.18

Although article-level metrics appear to
be more appropriate for questions about
individual performance than the JIF, they
may easily violate the rule that calls for us to
‘compare like with like’, at least until these
metrics are better understood. A simple list
of h-indexes, without reference to time peri-
ods or the consistency of the underlying
data, may prove to be much more dangerous
and deceptive than any proposed misuse of
the JIF. Examples of this unbounded and
uncorrected use are easily found. See, for
example, a recent list published in Retro-
virology.19 Furthermore, in today’s highly
collaborative research environments, even
the concept of deriving a metric reflecting
individual performance from a set of co-
authored papers, without some assignment
of shares or roles, raises the issue of whether
the data are in fact appropriate to the ques-
tions being asked of them.

‘Horses for courses’ in research evaluation

Evaluative uses of citation data are most
effective when the citation data and metrics
are carefully designed for the particular pur-
pose and rely on appropriate benchmark and
baseline data for comparisons. For this rea-
son, Thomson Scientific provides many
different metrics for different purposes and
continues to develop new ones as specific
new evaluative needs arise. The many part-
ners and consultants who add value and
resell ISI citation data generally do likewise.
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This metric is useful because it discounts
the disproportionate weight of highly
cited papers or papers that have not yet
been cited.
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A few examples from the Thomson portfolio
will illustrate these points.

In terms of journal level metrics, Thom-
son’s Journal Citation Reports® annually
provides many different metrics: the JIF, a
journal-level Immediacy Index to show how
rapidly journals accumulate citations in their
first year, cited and citing ‘half life‘ indica-
tors and 10-year charts of citations to show
how citations accumulate over periods of
time, a chart of self-citations to show the
percentages of citations to the same journal,
and a Journal Relatedness Index,20 to show the
journals most closely associated with a given
journal in terms of citations, plus basic sta-
tistics and rank in category and the full set
of article, article type, and citation counts
that support these calculations. Each of
these metrics helps answer specific questions
about the journal, and the user is encour-
aged to explore the data and use it
appropriately, instead of simply grabbing the
JIF and using it as the universal answer to
any evaluative question.

More advanced journal-level analysis is
supported by more customized and flexible
products, most notably the Journal Perfor-
mance Indicators™, which allow calculation
of JIF-like metrics for the user’s chosen time
periods and a more fine-grained analysis by
document types and field-specific baselines.
More locally focused, workflow-oriented
analysis is supported by the Journal Use
Reports™, which enable users to compare
journal-level citation metrics with the publi-
cation, citation, and usage data for their own
institutions.

For the most part, these tools do not sup-
port research evaluation, because of the
limitations of journal-level metrics outlined
earlier. For research evaluation, Thomson

Scientific recognizes the need for custom
data sets and for comparative data appropri-
ate to the specific evaluative task and
provides these for both standard and custom
data sets as needed. Such metrics are built
up from the individual article level and
include, among many others:

� Simple counts of cites, papers, and cites
per paper, providing basic statistics and
baselines over a variety of time periods, as
well as standard statistical measures such
as mean, median and mode.

� Second-generation citation counts (cita-
tions from articles that cite the ‘citing
articles’ of the original article), normalized
by field, which measure of the long term
impact of a paper.

� Time series data covering both standard
citing and cited periods (one-year, five-
year, 25-year, etc.) and user-defined time
periods.

� Percent shares of papers or citations
within a broader category (such as a field,
country, or institution).

� Field baselines, representing the mean
impact (cites per paper) for papers in a
field (usually a journal set) defined for a
specific cited/citing time window.

� Expected citation counts, which predict
how often a paper is expected to be cited
based on its year, journal, and article type.

The variety of these metrics and data sets
reflects the recognition of the two ‘golden
rules’ of citation data as applied to evalua-
tion – that data be appropriate to the
questions asked, and that all comparative
questions rely on comparisons of like with
like. When these rules are kept in mind, and
those who use citation data take the time
and patience to apply them carefully, cita-
tion data can be used productively and
helpfully in evaluative processes.

As Eugene Garfield , the founder of ISI
and inventor of the ISI citation databases,
has remarked, ‘In 1955 it did not occur to
me that “impact” would become so contro-
versial.’9 The pressures of outcomes-based
funding decisions and personal rewards sys-
tems, along with the ready availability of
citation data in a more democratized digital
world, will continue to fuel this controversy.
In view of these powerful trends, it is more
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of older articles.
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important than ever to remind ourselves
that citation metrics must be used carefully,
and should only be used to inform, not to
supplant, peer review and other forms of
qualitative evaluation.
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